
 David – Bold
 Daniel – Focused
 R/S/B – Courageous

Each encountered personal trials because of the culture they lived in.  
However, they were spiritually distinct in the midst of their culture, yet 
Relevant with an I WON’T BACK DOWN attitude.

There are Consequences to being bold.  Knowing this up front takes away the 
potential for surprise when opposition comes.  And, it keeps us from questioning 
if we made the right decision. 
It would be accurate to say, Boldness for God does come at a cost.
4 things we learn about Stephen’s character early in Ch 6: He is full of 
Faith - Holy Spirit- Grace- Power.

That he is full of power is a direct result of being filled w/Spirit.
Human reasoning is no match for God-given wisdom. Because they are 
unable to defeat Stephen in debate, they change strategy.

In the midst of trial, Stephen goes on the offensive.

*His purpose- to challenge the status quo mentality, and, clear a path for a 
genuine response to Jesus.

God Himself promised a SOURCE OF STRENGTH IN OUR CRISIS:
“When they bring you before the synagogues and the rulers and the authorities, do not 
become anxious about how or what you should speak in your defense, or what you should 
say; for the Holy Spirit will teach you in that very hour what you ought to say” Lk 12:11–
12 

Harsh lesson/learned --- to take up the cross of Jesus is to take a position which 
forever alters the course of your life.  It does not mean [maybe] laying down your 
own life …it changes your relationship to your family, your work environment 
and your culture.

When you take your stand for the LORD …people who are far from GOD will 
attempt to silence you

Boldly stand for Christ in all circumstances – through the power of the Holy 
Spirit you will be able to face the consequences.

1. LOOK FOR OPPORTUNITIES – (NOT OBNOXIOUS) 

2. SPEAK THE TRUTH (NOT WATERED DOWN)

3. LEAVE IT WITH GOD- LET HIM DO THE WORK (GOD GIVES THE 
INCREASE)
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